EASYTOUCH®
POOL AND SPA CONTROL SYSTEM

Affordable, easy-to-use pool and spa control system.
WHO SAYS POOL AUTOMATION HAS TO BE COSTLY AND COMPLICATED?

Scheduling and controlling the operation of pool and spa equipment and related poolscape accessories are now blissfully automatic, simple and affordable. EasyTouch® Pool and Spa Control Systems eliminate the inconvenience of repeated trips to the equipment pad, memorizing operating sequences, opening and closing valves, and resetting time clocks and thermostats.

What’s more, EasyTouch Systems set the standard for operating simplicity with push-button operation and clear, intuitive instructions and displays. Your EasyTouch System includes all circuitry and fully programmable controls in a single Load Center installed near your pool or spa equipment. This avoids expensive wiring and installation costs to make an EasyTouch System affordable for any budget.
THE ULTIMATE CONVENIENCE IN POOLSIDE CONTROL, RIGHT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

For even greater control, add an optional ScreenLogic® Interface* to your Pentair automation system and access your pool from practically anywhere and at anytime using your smartphone, computer or mobile digital device, and, now the Apple Watch® wrist wearable device and Amazon Echo®.

*The Pentair ScreenLogic Interface for MACINTOSH® DESKTOP COMPUTERS IS NOT COMPATIBLE with the recently released 64-bit-speed Macintosh CATALINA Operating System. Customers who update their Mac desktop computers to the new Catalina MacOS® will no longer be able to use the ScreenLogic Desktop Interface. Please NOTE: This change DOES NOT AFFECT iPhone®, iPad® mobile digital devices, Amazon Echo or any other ScreenLogic Interfaces. Only MAC® computer desktop users with ScreenLogic who update to the new Catalina OS will be affected.

EASY TO INSTALL, EASY TO MANAGE

EasyTouch Systems are available for a separate spa, a separate pool or a pool/spa combination with shared equipment. You select from systems that control 4-8 accessory functions. Four-function systems are typically used to control pool and/or spa operation plus pool or spa lights and heaters. Eight-function systems allow separate scheduling for additional features, such as landscape lighting, waterfalls, fountains, additional heaters and more. Take the work and worry out of scheduling and operating pool and spa heating, filtration and cleaning cycles. For even greater convenience, you can add any of these optional controllers:
The EasyTouch Pool and Spa Control System has earned the Eco Select® brand distinction as one of the greenest and most efficient choices from Pentair.

**KEY FEATURES**

**Full programmability**
Full programmability of everyday equipment operation for optimum efficiency. Reprogram for variable pool/spa usage patterns or when adding or changing equipment to maintain peak efficiency.

**Easy, one-button access**
All functions controlled with easy, one-button access from the Load Center.

**LCD display**
Informs and instructs every step of the way.

**Resettable circuit breakers**
Readily accessible by you or your service professionals from outside your home.

**Service mode**
Aids in system testing and troubleshooting—no need for a service professional to enter your home.

**Time Out mode**
Allows programs to be temporarily interrupted before automatically resuming several hours later—no need to reprogram.

**Variety of controller options**
A variety of optional, simple-to-use remote, wired or wireless controllers for added convenience.

**Onboard diagnostics**
Make service simple. Built-in, self-test diagnostics give you the ability to verify correct operation of specific functions, and a diagnostic screen reports failures for troubleshooting and repair.

The TradeGrade family of products is exclusively made for and sold by the world’s most demanding pool professionals.